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Who we are?

Our Mission

Three Best Rated® is the brainchild of our
founder, which he founded in 2010 after a
very
frustrating
experience
finding
a
contractor to fix his garage. He knew there
had to be a better way to connect customers
with the best, local businesses.

Three Best Rated® makes it easy to connect
the best businesses and customers. We will
never charge businesses to be listed and we
will never require sign-ups or payments.

Three Best Rated® was created to bridge this
gap. We use an extensive 50-point inspection
to determine the best businesses. Every
business is independently verified by our
employees to ensure the accuracy of our
listings.

At Three Best Rated®, we don't see our
listings as just a bunch of businesses. We
see experiences. We see Three Best Rated®
as
saving
someone's
life,
helping
immigrants learn their new city, or building
memories with loved ones.
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BUSINESSES AND COUNTING!

50-Point Inspection

9 INDUSTRIES

The Three Best Rated® 50-point inspection
is at the heart of what we do. Our 50-point
inspection is an extensive analysis of the
business all the from awards, history,
services, reviews, general excellence, and
much more.

OUR 50-POINT INSPECTION ACCURATELY RATES
BUSINESSES IN 9 DIFFERENT INDUSTRIES:

Overall, our 50-point inspection features
10 categories and 50 sub-categories. The
inspection is dynamic to allow us to rate
different industries without sacrificing
accuracy.

LOCAL SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
SPECIALITY CUSINE
HEALTH
RESTAURANTS
DOCTORS
ENTERTAINMENT
LAWYERS

Three Best Rated® in the news
Treemont earns two accolades for assisted
living

Three Best Rated Names
Restaurants in Cedar Rapids

the

Top

Three Liverpool city centre pubs named the
best in the city

Aldridge Transport Museum named among
top days out for visitors
The three best dental practices in Bristol and they're taking on patients

Medivet Hendon Rated As One Of London’s
Best Vet Practices

Meet the pet parents

Critical Shortage of Blood in Biha

Yoga Can Save Mumbaikars From Stress
And Depression

John Hewitt, Hair's Johnny, awarded best
barber in South Somerset

STATISTICS
@threebestrated
51,733 likes
54,790 followers

Three Best Rated® Website
3.6M monthly vistors

@threebestrated
1,148 followers

Three Best Rated® Website
8M monthly pageviews

MEDIA CONTACT
press@threebestrated.com
+1 (833)-488-6888

